Proposal for a master 2 internship (Computer Science).

Towards a High-level query language for FAIR computational workflows in the context of healthcare analyses

Motivation

Access to a wide variety of complementary, multi-scale and massive data collections offers unprecedented opportunities for healthcare research. A large number of analyses can be performed on these datasets, for scientific advances and discoveries to emerge. On the one hand, such data analyses are complex, they rely on various computational tools that have to be parametrized and chained together. This makes the design of such computational workflows a challenge. On the other hand, there is now compelling evidence that many scientific discoveries will not stand the test of time; increasing the reproducibility of computed results is of paramount importance, especially in the healthcare domain [1] [2].

Addressing these challenges will require Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable (FAIR) computational workflows [3] [4].

In this master internship, we are interested in addressing a relevant query language to retrieve computational workflows and executions amongst many heterogeneous repositories of workflows and execution traces in the domain of healthcare. Thus, user’s queries should, not only, straightly identify workflows accordings to metadata values but also, include the possibility for expressing provenance requirements (e.g., find workflow using a given dataset) and constraints on workflow tasks (e.g., find workflows using a given bioinformatics tool) or workflows similarity [5]...

Objectives

We aim to design an original query language allowing the querying of many heterogeneous workflow sources in a simple way.

In a first time, a state-of-the-art on computational workflow query engine aiming to retrieve workflows will be done. It is worth noting that it will be expected a detailed identification of workflow and execution representation requirements (including provenance) together with the assessment of existing workflow and trace stores capabilities [6].

Next, an expressive query language will be proposed considering not only workflow design but also workflow usage. The proposal will be validate by an implementation of a prototype able to query several workflows coming from some sources like [7] [8] [9] and [10].

This proposal takes place within the framework of a PEPR ‘Santé Numérique’ Project, named ShareFAIR.
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Practical details

This is a master internship that will take place in the context of the PEPR Digital Health project named Share-FAIR (https://projet.liris.cnrs.fr/sharefair/), funded by the French Research National Agency (ANR).

This internship will take place in the Database team at LIRIS (http://www.liris.fr), physically located at La Doua Campus, 69100 Villeurbanne (near Lyon) for a period of 5/6 months.
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